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ION HEATING PERPENDICULAR TO THE MAGNETIC FIELD

ABSTRACT

Several theories of ion heating perpendicular to the geomagnetic field are
briefly reviewed and assessed. Perpendicular heating of ions leading to the
formation of ion conics is common in the ionosphere and magnetosphere. Ion
conics at altitudes above a few thousand kilometers are often associated with
waves around the ion gyrofrequency. I is concluded that the majority of these
ion comics that are locally heated or generated over extended altitude regimes,
may be best explained by ion cyclotron resonance heating. At lower altitudes,
particularly in the region of discrete auroras, energization by turbulence around
the lower hybrid frequency seems to be an important heating mechanism.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that ions in the ionosphere and magnetosphere can be
heated perpendiculal to the geomagnetic field. These ions may then move
adiabticaly up the field lines of the inhomogeneous terrestrial magnetic field
and form so-called conics in velocity space. These distibuons are observed by
rockets at altitudes of a few hundred kilometers [1-7] and by satellites up to
several Earth radii [8-18]. The observed ion conics have energies from a few eV
up to several keV. Much of the heating seems to occur on, or near, auroral field
lines. It is now widely believed that heated ions of ionospheric origin can
contribute significantly to the -agnetospei c plasma [19].

Acceleration parallel to the geonmagneti field can of course contribute to
the outflow of ions. The nerly static parald electic fields that are believed to
accelerate auroral electrons downward, can also accelerate ions out into the
outer magnetosrphe. However, ion distributions with a distinct conical shape in
ion velocity space ae ofte observed, indicating that perpendicular or oblique
beating is an important p omenon. Different ion heating mechanisms have
been sugested during the past several years [20-24; and references therein].
The purpose of this review is to provide a discussion of some of the mechanisms
that have bee considered to be important for perpendicular ion heating in the
teresba io•osphere and mag-etosphere.

It is well established that almost all of the energy driving plasma processes
in the terrestrial magneetop e coms from the solar wind. This may be



compared with the magnetosphere of Jupiter where a large fraction of the
corresponding energy comes from the rotation of the planet [25; and references
therein], or the magnetosphere of a star whose energy comes from fusion
processes within itself. Considering the nugnetosphere of the Earth, energy
originating in the solar wind may eventually cause oscillating electric fields at
diffeMr frequencies. A large part of the discussions in the literature concerning
ion conics is really about what frequency range of electric field oscillations is
ioafor perpendicular ion heating. Possibilities range from nearly static
electric fields, to waves with frequencies of the order of the ion gyrofrequency,
up to waves above the lower hybrid frequency.

In the following we discuss some possible ion heating mechanisms. These
ar then compared with observaions in an attempt to determine which
mechanisms are more relevant. One conclusion is that cyclotron resonance
hatg is important at high altitudes. Furthermore, energization by turbulence
around the lower hybrid frequency seem to be important at low altitudes,
particularly in the region of discrete auroras.

2. STATIC ELECTRIC FIELDS

Some electric fields may for all practical purposes be assumed to be
constant. This i the case when the ions travers the region of interest in much
leas than one field cycle, [26]. An ion in a static homogeneous magnetic field BO
with an additional pendicular static electric field E1 will ExB drift with an
average velocity of Vd = E LxrIW 2 as discussed in many texbooks. Drifts are
common in the magnetospher e.g., in the cusp/cleft and in the polar cap, [27].
However, such difting distributions usually can not be confiued with the
essetially gyrotroic and often more energetic ion conics.

Localized electric fields with strong perpendicular components are
common in the auroral zone [26, 28]. Some of these fields might lead to other
types of eergization processes than ExR drifts. In an
perpendicular electric field with sharp enough gradient, the ion gyromotion may
be disrupted and the ions are then fee to be accelerated across the magnetic field
[22, 29]. The maxminm ion eergy achievable by this process corresponds to a
velocity with magnitude IE•0I, where E' is a chrctsc value of the electric
field. Note that the ion now keeps this energy if the electric field slowly
disappear in contrast to the ExB drift in a homogeneous electric field. Another
possibility is an oblique electric field that is roughly constant in a limited region
in spiee. The parallel motion of the ions can now ransport them into this region
ofrge lo ectric field. In crossing the structr the ions gain energy equal to the
potential drop. However, the increase in per pendicular velocity is again limited
by roughly the ExB velocity obtained from the perpendicular component of the
electric field. Ions spending less than one gyroperiod in the electric field may
exit with pitch aSWl near 900 (depending on the angle of the electric field with
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respect to the magnetic field), while ions spending longer times in the electric
field are likely to end up with more field aligned velocities [22, 30]. Detailed
omparisos between data and theory for these types of processes are usually

not possible because of the narrowness of the regions of initense electric fields,
and the lack of ion data with adequate temporal resolution and sufficient count
rates. Note that a static EL gives the same vd to all ions, and thus gives more
energy to heavier ions.

3. TIME-VARYING ELECTRIC FIELDS AND CYCLOTRON
RESONANCE

The solar wind energy may directly or indirectly generate electric fields
over a wide range of frequencies. Frequencies range from below a mHz
(micompulsations) up to at least several MHz (the plasma frequency in the lower
ionosphere). Many of these fields may be described as linear waves in a
homogeneous plasma [31, 32], but nonlinear effects, sharp gradients and
transient phenomena are important in numerous situations. Possible generation
mechanisms for these electric fields include both microscopic wave-particle
interactions (e.g., waves genmated by a beam, or by a particle distribution with a
loss cone or a temperature anisotropy) and macroscopic phenomena (e.g.,
Kulvin-Helmholtz instabilities). However, it is not the purpose of this review to
provide detailed descriptions of these mechanisms.

If we knew the electric fields for each individual ion along its orbit, we
could determine the "exact" ion distribution by integrating the equations of
motion for each ion. In practice we know only one or a few field components
along the orbit of one, or possibly a few, sacecraft. Above the auroral zone, the
velocity of a polar orbiting satellite is often roughly perpendicular to B0 and thus
to the ion orbits. It is often assumed that the fields observed by a spacecraft
during a finite time interval is representative for, but not the same as, the fields
along the individual ion orbits. Although this is a very common assumption, it is
usually not stated explicitly. The time series from a spacecraft is often used to
make a power spectrum, using some standard Fast Fourier Transform technique
[33, 34]. In the process, details (e.g., phases) of the original observed signal are
lost, but this usually is not a problem since we do not want the details of that
particular time series anyway. A serious problem, however, is that standard
techniques give information about the distribution of wave energy in frequency,
but not in wavevector space [34]. Sometimes wavevectors can be estimated
[35], e.g., by using a suitable set of measured wave frequency spectra together
with dispersion relations derived from the observed particle distributions [36,
37]. Another serious problem is that the obtained frequency spectra may contain
significant contribudons from essentially static structures that are Doppler shifted
to higher frequencies due to the satellite velocity [38, 39]. Keeping these
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o aia problem in mind, we now proceed to discuss some time varying

electric fields that are important for ion energization.

3.1 Resonant Energization

A left circuary polarized wave with frequency equal to the ion
gcan efficiently accelerate a positive ion perpendicular to a
homogneou magnetic field. Consider an ion in a homogeneous (infinite
waveength) moehnm c left-handed electric field with frequency f equal to
the ion gyrofequency f,. This electric field rotates in the same direction and
with the same angular velocity as the ion. The electric field will apply a constant
force on the ion along its orbit, and thus give a velocity increase proportional to
the time t, and hence an energy increase proportional to t2 . This case is similar
to the acceleration of ions by a static electric field parallel to BO. In this latter
case, the resonance frequency can be said to be at zero frequency. Returning to
perpendicular enerzato, we note that a very narrow-banded coherent wave
with frequency around f¢ is hard to obtain even in a laboratory, and usually do
not occur in the magnetosphere. Rather, random phased waves covering a fairly
broad frequency band including fc are often observed. The If-handed
component of these waves still interacts efficiently with the ion. However, the
ion motion in velocity space can now be regarded as a random walk. The
velocity increase is proportional to ,rt, and the energy increase is thus
proptional to t.

Broadband waves at frequencies around and below the ion gyrofrequency
are often observed in the mag-netosphere [e.g., 13-16, 26, 40-44]. These waves
are often associated with transverse ion heating. Thus, both theory and
observations seem to indicate that broadband waves around f are important for
ion heating. Below we discuss some studies showing that such cyclotron
resonance heating by waves near fc is indeed very important for transverse ion
eemrization. This will be followed by discussions involving possible
contributions to ion heating from other parts of these broadband spectra.

3.2. Cyclotron Resonance Heating

One simple and efficient ion heating mechanism involves broadband waves
around the ion gyrofrequency [41]. Using reasonable assumptions, Retterer et
at [43] applied this cyclotron resonance heating mechanism to observations in
the central plasma sheet. In this study, an observed wave spectrum (Figure 1)
together with a Monte Carlo simulation were used to produce an ion distribution
quantitatively similar to that observed by Winningham and Burch [45] at a
geocentric distance of about 2 earth ramd (RE) Figre 2. (The theory predicts
that the ions were oxygen ions. This prediction was confirmed by meauments
from the mass spectrometer EICS on DE-I [Peterson, Klumpar and Shelley,
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Ivate �ications.JD The theory of ion cyclotron resonance heating by
broadband waves is based on a diffusion operator. This operator gives the
diffision rate corresponding to the random walk of ions in vdocky space. Using
the long wavelength approxinmton, the operator can be written in a very simple
form. Thi a•oximanon should be valid, for example, fbr broadband A&fv&
waves in most regions of the magnetosphere. The appropriate difflsion
coefficient is then simply proportional to the electric field spectral density (S) at
the local gyrofrqueoy of the ion species of interest [41, 43]. The resulting
average heating rate per ion (Q) can also be shown to be proportional to the
spectral density (and thus to the mean square of the electric field fluctuations) at
the local ion gyrofrequency [41]:

Q (q2/2m)SL (1)

1 0 "! .. .. a . .. • ... ...... I ...

DE-1 pwI DAY 318
04 NOV 14, 1981

"10 UT 23 45 44
z

10-

I-~ 10

0. q -
a 10

-J > ~-11'
tu 10

'U
-17

10

10 100 1K 10K lOOK

FREQUENCY (HZ)

Figure 1. Typical electric field spectral density in the central plasma
sheet. Geocentric distance w 2 RE, invariant latitude w 600. (M.
Mellott and D. Gurnett, private communication, 1986)
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where q and m are the charge and mass of the ion, respectively. The spectral
density, SL, in equation (1) is the fraction of the spectral density due to left-hand
polarized waves. As an example of the relative efficiency of this heating
mechanism, we note that a spectral density of 10 (mV/m) 2/fHz would yield an
average heating rate of 30 eV/s for oxygen ions [13]. This heating rate is high
enough to explain ion distributions at essentially 90 degrees pitch angle in the
dayside manetohere at an altitude of about 13,500 Ikn (Figures 3 and 4).
Figure Sa depicts how an observed wave spectrum may be used to estimate the
local ion heating rate.

30-

40-

It0

EV: 0" -.. !I60

S.3

-6 -30 0 30 60

VL (km/s)

Figure 2. Bottom panel is a contour diagram of the observed ion
conic distribution fimction, measured by the HAPI instrument on the
DE-l satellite (Winningham and Burch, 1984, (45]; the fact that the
:ons were oxygen ions were confirmed by the EICS instrument on
DE-I, Peterson, Klhmpar and Shelley, private communications).
Top panel is the calculated ion-velocity distribution (Retterer et al.,
1987, [43]) using the electromagnetic ion cyclotron resonance theory
(Chang et al., 1986, [41]) plotted in the same way as the observed
distribition.
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Figure 3. Distribution functions of heated ions observed by the Viding satellite
in the cusp/cleft region (Andr6 et al., 1988, [13]). The left distribution is
obtained near the equatorward edge of the cusp/cleft (2231:14 to 2231:34 UT
on July 24, 1986) and is measured simultaneously with the intense broadband
waves in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Wave electric feld spectra observed by the Vikdng spacecraft in the
cusp/deft region (Andr6 et al., 1988, [13]). The more intense waves (2231:27
UT) ae observed uimultaneously with the heated ions in Figure 3.
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Actually the resonance condition 2zif-NfcI - klv should be used to find
out at which frequencies (Q) ions are in resonance with a wave. Here kjl and 11
are the parallel wavevector and the parallel component of the particle velocity,
while N is an integer. This relation takes into account, e.g., the finite
wavelenth, and the possibility of interactions at higher harmonics. For
emissions with long wavelengths such as most Alfv6n waves, the effect of the
term klvll becomes small. Interaction at higher harmonics often require a
nonzero perpendicular component of the wavevector.

3.3 An Example: Cyclotron Resonance Heating in the Cusp

As the ions move up the field line, they interact with the spectral densities
of different frequency bands as the local ion gyrofrequency changes due to theinhomoLeneity of the geomagnetic field. As an example of a test of the
cyclotron resonance heating mechanism, we discuss some observations in the
cusp/cleft region of the magnetosphere. These studies include mapping of
spectral densities down the geomagnetic field, and estimates of the ion heating at
various altitudes as these particles move upward [13, 14, 46]. The cusp/cleft is a
region of the dayside higb-latitude magnetosphere, extending from less than
0900 to more than 1500 magnetic local time and with a latitudinal width of a few
degrees [47-49]. In this region, precipitation of shocked solar wind
(magnetosheath) plasma usually occurs. Low-frequency broadband waves are
also common in this region [50, 51]. A sketch showing a satellite moving
poleward into the cusp/cleft region is shown in Figure 6. Here region A is the

A

• .F -A..., e

9

,I ;

* Figure 6. Sketch showing upgoing ions (sohid mrows) moving into
the cusp/cleft (region A) from the equatorward region (B) due to
ExB covcto. Shading in reio A indicates low-frequency waves
which can heat the ions. From Andr6 et al., 1990, [14J.
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cusp/def with rather intense broadband low-frequency waves (shaded), and also
with injected pmgnetoheath icles (not indicated). In the equatorward region
B the wave intenty is much lower. Upgoing ions are shown by solid arrows.
Since there often is a high-latitude poleward ExB convection field [52], these
ions can drift from region B into region A. A poleward moving satellite may
observe upflowing low-energy ions at point I in Figure 6. Waves and
convection drift can be detected at point 2 and may be mapped down to estimate
ion heating and drift at lower altitudes. The heated ions can be observed at point
3.

ILI

A 10

in aM 2 40t. ama 4M 4.1 'LI

Figure 7. Data from an event where DE 1 moved poleward into the
cusp/clef. The top panel shows electric field spectral density in units
of V2m-2Hr 1 (the O+ gyroeuncy is 0.85 Hz). The second and
third panels show count rates of H+ and O+ ions with energies (E)
from 10 eV to 17 keV. The left and right scales on the grey bar
corespond to the observed H4 and O+ count rate, respectively, in
counts per sample, which is proportional to number flux. The fourth
pand indicates the pitch angle. The bottom panel shows count rate
(again in counts per sample) of O. ions with energies below 65 eV as
a finction of spin angle and time, where the solid line indicates the
upgSinS direction. Note the onset of waves (first panel) and

nergetic O+ ions (third panel) at about 0124 UT, and the
dippemanc of low-energy 0+ ions (lowest panel) at the same time.
From Andrd et al., 1990, [14].
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Figure 7 shows data from DE-1 obtained when the satellite is moving
poleward into the cusp/cleft, i.e., similar to Figure 6. The top panel in Figure 7
shows the low-frequency electric field spectral density. The wave intensity
inaused after about 0124 UT. In particular, the spectral density at the 0+
gyrofrequency (0.85 1z) increased, and this is important for the resonant heating
we consider. At about 0124 UT the satelfite entered the cusp/cleft region, and
this corresponds to the edge between region A and region B in Figure 6. The
second and third panels of Figure 7 show energy time spectrograms for hyd, -,en
and oxygen. Inside the cusp/cleft, the characteristic hydrogen "butrfly pat -a
caused by the poleward ExB drift of injected ions can be seen [52]. Interse,
relatively local heating of uphowing O+ ions is indicated by the conic-type
distrutions with a density of roughly I cm-3 that appear in the third panel at
about 0124 UT. It is the heating of these ions we consider in some detail. The
bottom panel of Figure 7 shows the counting rate of 0+ ions with energies above
the spacecraft potential and below about 65 eV. The data are presented in an
angle-time spectrogram format, and indicate that upflowing oxygen ions are
preset before about 0124 UT. After this time, no low-energy O+ ions are
observed. Comparison with the energetic oxygen spectra in the third panel
suggests that the cool O+ ions are energized out of the low energy region (below
65 eV) after about 0124 UT, i.e., inside the cusp/cleft.

A Monte Carlo simulation has been performed to test the idea of cyclotron
reonane heating in detail [14]. The electric fields cauing poleward convection
and ion heating were observed along the satellite track. Using reasonable
assumptions, these electric fields could be mapped down the geomagnetic field.
Oxygen ions were then lauched at diffesten altitudes along the equatorward
edge of the cusp/ceft. Each particle was followed in small time steps up to the
satellite altitude. For each time step the poleward drift due to EvB convection,
the upward motion due to the parallel velocity and the adiabatic folding were
calculated. In addition, the change in perpendicular velocity due to interaction
with waves aromnd the local 0+ gyrof"euency were estimated by using the
Monte Carlo technique.

Figure 8 shows the wave input parameters to the simulation together with
the energies of the observed and calculated O+ distributions. The equatorward
edge of the cusp/deft is at about 0124 UT. The middle panel shows the electric
field spectral densities at the O+ gyrofrequency for each satellite spin together
with mean values to guide the eye. Points equatorward of the edge are included
for comparison. The lower panel shows the spectral indices a (where S ac f-a)
used to mp the wave intensity to lower altitudes. The upper panel shows the
mean energyo'm !*pe to the observed hot O+ distributions (solid circles)
and from the siniulation (open). The two curves are in good agreement up to
about 0130 UT. After 0130 UT, the east-west drift increases significantly,
indcating a turning convection pattern. Thus the problem becomes three-
dimensional (particles drifting not only poleward but also eastward), which is
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at hWohe latitudes.
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figure 8. The upper panel shows cusp/lef 0+ mean CWC

obtained by DE 1 on August 10, 1984 (solid circles), and fr-om a
simlaton(open circles) as a function of tme (UW given both as

ecnsafter miidnigh and as hours and minute). The middle panel
shows the electric field spectral density S at the 0+ gyrofrequency.
Mean values are also included in this panel. The lowedt panel shows
the spectral index a. The satellite moves poleward into the cusp/cleft
at about 0124 UT where the wave intensity increases and ionhetn
starts. From Andr6 et al., 1990, (14].

Observed 0+ disutribtion functions are displayed in the upper panel of
Figure 9. The left distrIbution is obtained near the equatorward edge of the
cusp/cleft, and seew to be rather locally heate. Thie right distribuion is
obwve inside the cusp/left and indicates more nonlocal hetn. Here theion
are -or affeced by adiabatic foldhin& and they wre more lifted' in energ
toward higher parallel velocities. This is what we expect since these particles
have spew more time in the cusp/cleft waves and have trversed a greater
alttude rag.. The lower part of Figure 9 shows the corresponding~ufi distribution
funictions fromn the simuation. Detailed comparison of these distributions with
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the observations is not meaingfil since the energy channels of the mass
spetrometer ae rather wide. However, the snmulation distributions show the
same tendency as the observations in the sense that the equatorward distribution
is more locally heated. Thus there is good agreement between observed 0+
mean energies and distrimion functions, and the corresponding 0+ properties
obtained from simulations using observed parameters as an input.

100 . 100

a) b)

0 0

0-100 -- 100

-200 ' I I I I I-200 I *1 ,
-100 0 100 -100 0 100

100 100 #it III I off100 ,oil I

C) d

-100 - -o00  -

-200 ,I,,200,,,,I0
-100 0 100 -100 0 100

v. (km/s) v,. (km/s)

Figure 9. Distribution functions of O+ ions observed by the EICS
mass spectrometer on DE-I (upper panels) and obtained by a Monte
Carlo simulation (lower panels). There are two contours of phase
space density per decade, and the innermost (highest) contour
corresponds to 2 x 109 s3/km6. The density of the simulation
distrliWion is taken to be 1 CM-3, which is the approximate density
ofthe observed distributions. The left distributions are obtained from
0124:45 to 0126:21 UT, i.e., near the equatorward edge (compare
with Figure 8), while the right distrbuftions are from 0128:45 to
0130121 UT. Note that the equatorward distributions are more
locally heated than the distributions from inside the cusp/cleft. From
Andr6d ata., 1990, [14].
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In the above discussion of ion heating in the cusp/cleft we assume that O+
ions with energies of a few eV eaist at altitudes of a few thousand kilometers.
Thes ions ae then heated to energies of a few hundred eV on their way up to
10,000 or 20,000 kilometers altde. This assumption is consistent with
conute observations of ions by the Akebono satellite ( 5,000 kin) and the
DE-1 spacecraft (m 20,000 kn) [53]. Other observations by single satellites
coinrm the occurrence of ion heating up to a few eV in the low altitude
cusp/ode (see, e.g., ion data below 10 eV from the DE-2 satellite at *# 600 kIn in

ate 2 ofMaynard et al. [54]).

3.4 More About Cyclotron Resonance Heating

Careful tests of the cyclotron resonance heating mechanism, involving
smlu lobserved wave and ion data, have been performed also in the
nightside surord zone [44]. Here E•B drifts can often be neglected, and now
the haft process may often be characterized by two parameters. These
parameters correspond roughly to the velocity and pitch angle of the ion
distribution, and may be indepenenly determined from the wave and paricle,
obsrvations of a couic event. The study by Crew et al. [44] again shows good
agreement betwee observations and cyclotro resonance heating theory.

Statistical studies of ion mass spectrometer data from both DE-I [17] and
Akebono [18] indicate tha ions are not suddenly heated at one altitude and then

t move upward. Rather, the pitch angles of the ion distributions
a ightinteated transverse acceleration of ions over a wide altitude

range. Again this is consistent with the scenario of cycot• resonance heating
-rowne above.

We note that no spectral peak aound f. is needed for cyclotron resonance
heating to be effcient. Obviously there raust be a significant amount of lefi-
handed waves around the gyrofrequency. Often an assumed fraction of about
10% of left-handed waves is asucient to explain the observed ion heating [14,
411. The exact wave polrization, is hard to determine from electric field
obsevations but the above assumptions seem consistent with magnetometer data
[14]. F-1ermmar , we note that usually no decrease in spectral density around
the local f1 is observed. Such a decrease might at first be expected since the
waves are transfeing energy to the ions. However, it must be realized that only
a mor part of the observed wave intensity contributes to ion energization
(excluding rigit-handed waves and electric fields Doppler shifted due to satellite
motion). Fluthemoir, the observed particle energies •a often obtained by
coatimou han when the ions move thousands of kilometers up the
geon de , correMspo- i ngto a wide range of rof4penci. Thus, it is
not airprismg tdo observations often show just a broadband wave spectrum
associated wih ion conics.
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Most of the observations discussed above are from altitudes of a few
thousand up to about 20,000 kmi. At first one might expect the O+ heatirg rate
to imply imrease with ahtitude (decreasing gyrofrequency and thus i
spectral density in the typic broadband spectrm). Ak some stage,
appmations used in the theory will of course break down. For example, the
gyroradiu becomes so large that the system can not be assumed to be locally
h. Furthemore, there are indications that the Alfn wave spectrum
has a peak at some small but nonzero frequency. Maxinum heating then occurs
where this peak machos the local O+ gyrofrNe•cy. Indeed, observations with
good frequency resolution made by the Viking satellite in the cusp/cleft [55] and
in the auroral zone [16, 26], and by the Intercosmos-Bulgaria 1300 spacecraft in
the uroral zone [56], indicate such a spectral peak between 0.1 and 1 Hz. This
coeponds to a nmum heating rate of O+ ions at an altitude of a few RE,

At altitudes below a few thousand kilometers, cyclotron resonance heating
may be less important simply because the spectral density at the localfA often is
rather low (the 8yrofieqency is high). Thus, we conclude that cyclotron
resonance heating is important at alfitdes from a few thousand kilometers, and
at least up to a few RE. Later we discuss some mechanisms that may be
important at low altitudes. First, however, we discuss the possible contrbu-tion
to ion heating by a brýodband spectrum from other frequencies than the
yromreqey.

4.0 HEATMNG BY WAVES BELOW THE ION GYROFREQUENCY

4.1 Mu•tiple Cyclotron Resonance Heating

It has been stuested by Temrin and Roth [42] that nonlinear resonance
could also produce transverse ion heating. One process involves two waves with
finite wavemmbaer, where the sum of the frequencies match the gyrofrequecy.
This mechanism may be called "double cyclotron absorption" (or "double
ydotron resoname'). Asmming low amplitude electric field t, he

aeage heainb rate per ion for this process can be shown to be poportio to
the prodm of the eectric &M spectral densties at the two frequencies.
Althougl this mechasm is less efficient than ion cyclotron resonance heating
(sme it is of higher order in spectral densities), it can involve the entire
fruency rane (below the local gyrofrequency) of the spectrum and can
produce a * amount of transverse ion acceleration, Figure 5b.

Assumin that waves within some bandwidth around half the ion
o _equmcy contribute to double cyclotron absorption, Ball [57, 58] obtained

an exession for the average heating rate per ion:

Q - (A,)(5q.k.LJ7CASr,1 -3)2 1/(mf4 (2)
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Here 12 - 2xfc, hw is the relative bandwidth around half the gyrofrequency
over which double-cyclotron absorption is assumed to occur, k1 is the
pependicular wave number of the waves, Srd2 is the electric spectral density
around hMWf the g erofiency, and qDCA is a dimensionless factor : 1. The
specal density is assumed to be the same for all frequencies of imterest, and thus
this spectral density squared occurs in Eq. (2). The derivation of relation (2)
requirm tha k.. be much les than the inverse of the ion gyroradius and that only
wave nerjf2 contribute to the heating. These assumptions seem necessary to
obtain a usable expression for the doublecyclotron heating rate, but are not
essential features of this h process. The factor ThDA is icluded in
exrssion (2) because it is possible that not all the spectral density observed at
fc/2 contribute to this heating. As in the case of cyclotron resonance heating,
for example, Doppler shift due to the spacecraft motion of spatial electric field
structures may occur. We note that double-cyclotron absorption is very
ineffient for long wavelengts (small kU ). The pependicular wavevector is
oRCen very hard to estimate from observaticos. However, an upper limit of the
hei rafte given by (2) can be obtained by using a k± sonqn to the
inverse ofthe ion gyroradius.

The estimate of the double-cyclotron absorption heating rate in Eq. (2) is a
fAtor of 5 largr" than the result given by Temerin and Roth [42]. A possible
exlntion for this discrepancy is discussed by BED [57]. However, uncertainties
in the estimates obtained from observations of parameters such as k± are rather
lag. Thus the dsrpay between Temrin and Roth [42] and Ball [57, 58] is
not sufficiently lar to influence an assessment of the possible importance of
double-cyclotron absorption as a source of ion conims.

A detailed c of double- ltron absorption with cyclotro
resonance heating in the cusp/clf region of the mageMosph was pefom ed
by Ball and Andr" [591. This study included the DF-1 data in Figures 7 and 8,
and used the heating rates presented by Ball [57, 58]. It was concluded that
double-cyclotron absorption might give an appreciable contribution to 0+
Poergization, especially when the heating was acompl l ly (in alttd).
However, the major conclusion of Ball and Andr6 [59] is still that cyclotron
resonazce heating is the more efficient mechanism for the oxygen conics
observed in the cusp/cleft region.

From a theoetical point of view, there exist obviously other higher order
resonance processes involving spectral densities at more than two frequencies.
However, the heaing rates under these will be of even higher
"ord in wave amplitudes (or spectral densities). For reasonably low wave
an•ftdes than higher order effects wil be nuch less efficient and can usually
be neglected.
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4.2 Subbamoni Heating

From the discusion, in the previous section, it follows that waves with
fRequencies f around the Nth order subharmonic (f = f-N, N - 2,3,4...) can
resonantly hea ions for finite wavelength electric field fluctuatios, Figure 5c
[42].

The average hating rate is then proportional to the Nth power of the
electric field spectral density, S,, at the subbarmonic. For sufficiently low
amplitude fluctuating fields, this indicates the following conclusions: (1)
Cyclotron resonance (N = 1) is, for typical broadband spectra, often more
efficient than subbarmomic resonances, (2) 2nd order subzarmonic resonance
heating (which is equivalent to the special case of double cyclotron resonance
forf1 -f2 -fA/2) is geierally more efficient than those due to other higher order
sub�noni resonances, and (3) For broadband electric field spectra, it is more
important to include all the double cyclotron resonance effects (in addition to the
N = 2 sublannonic effect) than to include other higher order (N > 2)subhason effects.

We end thi section by noting that recently Terasawa and Nambu [60] have
conidered subbamouic ion heating by manetoso wves. However, this
proem requires inagetic lctuations; larger than those ually detected in the
auror and mp regom

4.3 Nonresonant EriSUzatio-n

Waves with requencies much below the ion gyrofrequency may energize
ions. Since both the subbamonic heating and multie cyclotron resonance
heating will be of very high order in wave amplitude hem they can generally be
neglected. It has been suggested that msch waves instead might nonrsntly
cause Osgnificant ion hafting in the magneosphere [16,61].

To test this idea of nonresonant en ai, Ball and Andrd [59]
perfbomned a numerical calculation based on a model of an observed broadband
wave spectrm. The upper part of Figure 10 depicts such a model spctrum,
constructed by -, -ibping many sine waves. A spectrum similar to this was
observed by the Viking satellite in counction with keV protons [15]. The
model waves awe linearly polarized, and hence include a left-handed component.
It was assumed in this calculation that the wavelengths of the fluctuations were
very lw& k 0 0, so that multiple cyclotron resonance and subharmonic
resonances are not present.

To test the idea of noresonant heating, the model spectrum was
subdivided into three parts: (1) one resonant part (RES) around the proton
gyrofieqency at 30.0 Hz, (2) one low frequency (LF) nonresonant part, and (3)
one high frequency (HF nonrenant part. (rhus, the noresonant pan LF
contains im than just the very low frequency put.) The effect of the different
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puts of the spectrum on ion energizahion was tested by simply solving the
equation of motion for protons subject to the (known) time-varying electric field
of the model in the presence of a static uniform magnetic field. The result
obaed by averaging over many ions is displayed in the lower panel of Figure
10, showing the mean proton energy versus time. The difference between
resonant heating by waves wound the proton gyrofrequecy and nonresonant
enegizato by other parts of the spectrum is dramatically illustrated. It is seen
that the low frequency part of the spectrum causes the perpendicular proton
emne to increase rapidly to around 25 eV, after which no frther net energy
trunfer occurs. The e aon process due to the high frequecy part of the
setum is similar. The resulting energy is lower, however, since the spectral
density is lower there. Estimates show that including wave power at even higher
ftrqencies will not provide much additional ion energization.

-103- .L RES

lop 1V (Es) 102

100

8o

>0 60RES

2~0..... LF ------ spectrum--

Figr 10. Proton eneriation due to electric field fluctuations
consistent with a spectrum observed together with keV proton
conics. The upper panel sosthe spectral density calculatedfoi
thelectric fields used in the numerical calculations. T
has been split nto thre parts, a resonant part of width f/5, and
nonreonant parts at lower and higher (up to 2fc) frequencies. The
Spanel shows the average energy of protons subjected to the
eei field fluctuations in these frequency regions. From Ball and
AuM, 1991, [24].
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The average ion energy Q6 obtained due to fluctuations in a frequency
region 4wel removed fromfc, i.e., outside roughly 0.6fc <f< 1.4fo, can easily
be eimated [59]. A rough'calculation includes a static perpendicular electric
field of amplitude equal to the intergrated nonesonant spectral density, and thus

Q5, (2m/•2).ý S(f )4f (3)

Here Bo is the absolute value of the ambient magnetic field. This situation may
be compared with a linear oscillator, which is externally driven at a frequency far
away from resonance. This oscillator will reach a maximum amplitude, which
then does not increase with time.

Returning to Figure 10, we note that after a few gyroperiods the mean
"proton energy due to resonant heating by waves aroundfc is higher than the total
energy obtained from nonresonant energization processes. Again we note that
no peak in the spectrum around the gyrofrequency is needed for efficient
resonant heating, provided sufficient wave power is present near the
gyrofiequency.

The numerically obtained beating rate agrees well with the theoretical value
from Eq. (1), as discussed by Ball and Andr&6 [59]. Such resonant heating can
readily explain the observed keV protons reported by Hultqvist et al. [ 15]. On
the other hand, nouresonant energintion processes can only account for a small
fraction of the observed ion energy. We conclude that fundamental ion
cyclotron resonance heating can easily explain observed high energy proton
conics (above 100 eV) which are hard to explo with any other mechanism.

For events involving heavier ions, the situation is less clear. As discussed
above, detailed studies of O+ heating events show that resonant heating by
observed broadband waves can heat the ions to the observed energies.
However, since the gyrofrequencies of heavy ions are rather low, it will be more
difficult to difesrentiate the ntributions of individual energization mechanisms.
At least in some instances, double-cyclotron absorption may significantly
contbute to O+ heating [59]. Similarly, nonresonant inteaton with waves
below f, may produce significant 0+ heating [59]. Futhermore, such
nonresonant e my well give high enough energies to explain some
ion outflow from the ionosphere [61]. Neverheless, Ball and Andr6 [24, 59]
concluded that cyclotron resonance currently provides the best explanation for
the majority of observed ion conic events (that are generated either locally or
over an extended region in space) at altitudes above a few thousand kilometers
in the auroral and cusp/cleft regions.

5. HEATING AT HIGHER HARMONICS

Resonant heating of ions may occur also at higher harmonics of the ion
gyrofiequency (f = Nfl, N = 2,3,4...). As in the case of subharmonic heating,
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energization at higher harmonics requires finite wavelength electric field
fluctuations. Heating at higher harmonics is important, e.g., in energization of
Tokamak fusion plasmas with radio frequency waves. Here waves are artificially
launched on the magnetosonic branch from the low magnetic field side of the
plasma. In the Magnetosphere, wave absorption at the second harmonic may be
importan, e.g., when waves are propagating down a magnetic field line, and thus
into a stronger magnetic field [62]. In this situation, the frequency of a
downgoing wave will first match the second harmonic before reaching the
findamenta gyrofrequency. Indeed, in some cases the downgoing wave may be
reflected, e.g., at the ion-ion hybrid frequency, before reaching the
gyrofrequency.

Observed structures at higher harmonics of the proton gyrofrequency (N =
5 - 10) might be interpreted as evidence of absorption of broadband waves. Ion
harmonic structures (lower spectral densities near multiples offc) detected by the
S3-3 satellite have been suggested as evidence of energy transfer to the
simultaneouly observed ion conics [63]. However, ion conics may generate
emissions between higher harmonics of the ion gyrofrequency, including waves
around the lower hybrid frequency [64]. Here the major source of free energy is
the positive slope perpendicular to the geomagnetic field in the ion velocity
distribution Thus, harmonic structures may also indicate wave generation rather
than wave damping. Structures at upper harmonics of the proton gyrofrequency,
above the lower hybrid frequency, have also been observed by the sounding
rocket MARIE [86]. Again these structures are not necessarily due to wave
damping. The peaks in the spectrum can be H+ Bernstein modes, generated by,
e.g., parametric decay of lower hybrid waves.

For suitable conditions, wave absorption at higher harmonics might be
significant. However, for the broaband spectra, which very often are associated
with ion conics (see e.g., Figure 1), the wave intensity is much higher at the
findamental ion gyrofirquency than at higher harmonics. Thus, at high altitudes,
ion cyclotron resonance heating at the gyrofrequency usually is the more

portant mechanism.

6. HEATING AT LOW ALTITUDES BY AISS AND LOWER HYBRID
TURBULENCE

At altitudes below a few thousand kilometers, cyclotron resonance heating
by broadband waves with peaks at very low frequencies may be less important.
At these altitudes the spectral density at the local ion gyrofrequency may be
rather low. This is simply due to the rapid decrease of spectral density with
frequency of the common broadband spectra (see e.g. Figure 1). At low
altitdes, there may still be significant ion heating at the fundamental ion
g q by broadband waves which peak at rather high frequencies.
Observations by the AUREOL 3 satellite at altitudes between one and two
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thousand kilometers indicate interaction between ions and broadband hiss waves
(66]. These waves sometimes show a sharp lower cutoff near the proton
gyrofrequency at a few hundred Hz. Details of the emissions near this cutoff has
been suggested as evidence of conversion of wave energy from one wave mode
to another before ion heating occurs, as discussed in reports by Le Qu6au et al.
[67] and Le Qudau and Roux [68]. It was noted by Johnson et al. [69-7 1] that
the concentration of the minority ion species must be low (a few percent) for the
mechanism discussed in these reports to be significant. Furthermore, at these
altitudes the gradient scale lengths may be of the order of the wavelength, and
thus, e.g,. boundary conditions can become important in estimates of the wave
absorption rate.

More narrow-banded waves might, at least in principle, also energize ions.
There are some rocket observations of O+ cyclotron harmonic waves together
with perpendicularly heated ions [3]. However, the waves do not seem to be
intense enough to explain the observed ion heating.

It seems likely that emissions around and above the lower hybrid frequency
are important for ion energization at low altitudes, particularly in the region of
discrete auroras. Several years ago, Chang and Coppi [72] suggested that lower
hybrid turbulence could be the prime candidate for the transverse acceleration of
ions in the high-latitude topside ionosphere, particularly in the region of discrete
auroras. Since precipitating energetic electron beams are associated with
discrete auroral displays, it was argued that these electron beams could provide
the free eneg for the production of intense lower hybrid waves that are
observed there. The commonly observed geometry of discrete auroras is that the
arcs are extended in the longitudinal direction but narrowly confined in the
latitudinal direction. This indicates that the region containing the energetic
pripitating elecons above a discrete auroral arc (the sprauroral region) must
also be similarly confined in the latitudinal direction. The density within the
suprauroral region is generally less than that of its immediate neighborhoods with
appreciable perpendicular (outward) and parallel (downward) density gradients.
The propagation charateritics of the relevant plasma waves that are excited by
the energetic electron beam at high altitudes depend crucially on theinhomogneous density structure of the density depleted suprauroral region. It
has been shown by Maggs [73], Maggs and Lotko [741, and Retterer et al. (75],
using ry-tracing calculations, that for typical plasma parameters in the
supraurora region, convective modes at frequencies much higher than the lower
hybrid fiequency will generally propagate out of the region in the latitudinal
direction shortly after they are generated. Thus, only those modes close to the
lower hybrid frequency, which have group velocities nearly parallel to the
magnetic field, can continue to propagate and grow along the field-aligned
direction. These lower hybrid modes can stay within the suprauroral region and
grow to very large amplitude leading to the nonlinear coupling and cascading of
modes into a broadband spectrum spanning from the original linearly unstable
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wavelengths to shorter and shorter wavelengths at lower and lower altitudes
[76,77] Figure 11.

It was shown by Retterer, Chang and Jasperse (RCJ) [76] that such type
of nonlinear coupling process may be understood in terms of the phenomenon of
modulational instability (due to the self-consistently Snerated low frequency
modes) based on the warm fluid approximation for the ions and electrons. In
addition to the nonlinear coupling process of wave-wave interactions,
concomitant wave-particle interactions control the evolution of the lower hybrid
turbulence in the lower altitude magnetosphere and topside ionosphere. RCJ
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Figure 11. Typical wave spectra from a aon-dimesional lower hybrid
PIC simulation at four differttimes with t4 >t 3 >t 2 >t 1 . It is seen that
the wave energy cascades continually from the k-values of the
lineauly unstable modes toward larger k-values indicating the
casading process toward shorter wavelength lower hybrid waves.
From Retterer et al., 1986, [76].
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suggested that the dominant wave-particle interaction process could be modeled
by the consideration of instantaneous Landau damping of the waves by the
various particle species (i.e., the beam electrons, the background ambient ions
and electrons) which at the same time are scattered by the broadband lower
hybrid waves through resonant interactions.

Figure 12 depicts the evolution of the amplitude of the electric field in real
space and time based on the RCJ model [78, 79]. At the beginning, the

Position

Figure 12. Evolution of lower hybrid caviton turbulence in real space and
time based on the RCJ [76] theory. Shading indicates the strength of the
electric field amplitude. The horizontal scale is approximately 100 Debye
leigths and the vertical scale is approximately 100 ion plasma periods.
Notice how the initial nearly uniform wave amplitude intensity evolves into
intense individual localized solitary structures or broadband spiky (caviton)
turbulence. From Chang, 1993, [79] and Retterer at al., 1993, [78].

amplitude of the electric field grows uniformly. Eventually, when wave cascade
sets in, the electric field intensity begins to concentrate aperiodically and in
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narrow spatial regions. These localized structures (cavitons, because they
correspond to localized density depletions [76, 80]) are seen to propagate at
speeds much less than the ambient ion thermal velocity and should appear as
stationary structtres if detected by in situ electric field muremet.
Sometimes these structures are densely mixed forming a spiky turbulence with
broadband wavelengths modes. At low altitudes (topside ionosphere; MARIE
and TOPAZ altitudes), the individual localized structures that are dominated by
short wavelength lower hybrid modes can initiate the tramsverse energization of
ionospheric ions. At mid-altitudes in the suprauroral region (e.g., ISIS-2 or
Frqa altitudes), the ions energized by the cavitons or other preheating processes
can be heated continually by the broadband (spiky) lower hybrid turbulence to
higher energies. These broadband lower hybrid waves can also energize the
ambient electrons in (both the upward and downward) field aligned directions.
The individual localized structures at mid-altitudes, on the other hand, may not
find sufficiently cool ions to resonate with. They can, nevertheless, interact with
the ambient electrons if the resonant conditions are met, and produce
ccunters11eammg bursts of energized electrons.

Recent rocket experiments [4, 6, 7] have obtained high-time resolution
wave-particle data in the topside ionosphere, that are in remarkable agreement
with the predictions of the theones of Chang and Coppi [1981] and RCJ [1986].
Details of the results of these innovative experiments on the observation of lower
hybrid cavitons and associated transverse ion acceleration are given in separae
reviews [81, 82].

In addition, the diffusion theory of broadband spiky turbulence of an
ensemble of cavitons (or, siply, broadband lower hybrid turbulence) was found
to be adequate to explain the observed ion conics by the S3-3 satellite and the
MARIE rocket [75]. A diffusion theory based on the idea of combined
preieating by cyclotron resonance and continued energization by broadband
lower hybrid turbulence has also given a plausible explanation of the recently
observed trasversely energized ionospheric ion (0+) events by the Freja
satellite. [See discussions given in Section 10.]

Finally, it is to be noted that lower hybrid waves can be generated by other
mechanisms such as ion ring distributions [127], ion drifts [128], and velocity
shear [129]. In fact, certain events of transverse ion acceleration observed by
S3-3, DE and Freja satellites have been identified with the simultaneous
occurremce of pecipit proton and helium rings [127, 130].

7. SOME ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES OF ION HEATING MECHANISMS

7.1 Electrostatic Ion Cyclotron Waves

Several possible ion heating mechanisms in addition to those discussed
above have been considered by various authors. One mechanism that has
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received considerable attention is heating by electrostatic ion waves above
Multiples of the ion gyrofiequency. These waves may be generated by
•mi taouy observed upgoing ion beams, or possibly by drifting electrons
[8347]. Both Analytical calculations [e.g., 88] and simulations (89; and
references theinm], show that electrostatic ion cyclotron waves may cause
perpndicular ion heating. However, there is little observational evidence that
this energmition process is of any major importance in the terrestrial
magnetosphere. At high altitudes, these waves are usually observed together
with ion beams, rather than ion conics.

There are rocket observations of oxygen cyclotron harmonic waves and
pependicularly heated 0+ ions [3], but these waves do not seem to be intense
enough to cause the observed ion heating. However, ion beams may have large
perpendicular t tures (as compared with mean energies in the lower
ionosphere), larger transverse than parallel temperature [e.g., 90] and also a
vague conic shape [e.g., 86]. This may indicate some icular ion heating
by broadband low frequmcy waves. Furthermore, in many situations the most
plausible candidates may be the acoustic waves as investi"gted by Bergmann et
al. [91]. This is further discussed below, in connection with interaction between
ion beams.

7.2 Trapping by Intense Coherent Waves and Stochastic Acceleration

When one wave mode dominates the wave field, ion trapping in this mode
may occur. In genera, the ion trapping orbits will limit the energy achievable by
the ions. However, as discussed in a review by Lysak [22], the interactions of
the ions with higher harmonics or with other wave modes may allow ions to
jump from one trapping orbit to another. This can lead to an irreversible
increase in the energy of the ions. For this model to be meaningfl the wave
field must be coherent and sufficiently strong [92-94]. The observations of
strong, narrowbanded electrostatic ion cyclotron waves within the auroral
acceleration region by Mozew et al. [95] motivated Lysak et al. [96],
Papadopoulos et al., [97], and Singh et al., [98, 99] to consider stochastic ion
heating. However, it is not clear that coherent and intense waves are sufficiently
common in the terrestrial magnetosphere for this process to be of any major
importance.

7.3 Interaction Between Ion Beams

For several of the ion heating mechanism discussed in this report, we have
not conidered the wave generation. In the auroral zone, the situation is rather
complex, but one possible generation mechanism is interaction between ion
beams. A static potential drop accelerating ions upward will give all ions the
Same energy, and thus the lighter ions will get higher velocities [100; and
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references therein]. Ion bems observed at higher altde have much larger
te mptres than the source ions [e.g., 90]. Thus, these ions are heated as well
as accelerated in the potential structure. One possible source of wave generation
and subsequent: tans e ion energization are instabilities caused by the relative
drift between these ion beams [87, 101-104]. Simli show that the
resulting wav mnissions can cmuse som energzation both in the parallel and the
p dic direction [105-108; and references therein]. Some of the

prpndicular heating may be relevant for our understanding of the ion
distntions usually called conics. Several other wave generation mechanisms
are possible on these fidd lines. The possibilities include interaction between ion
beams and a stationary ion badcgund, electron beams, and various gradients.
Thus, again, observations are needed to identify the important wave generation
mnechanism(s).

7.4 Heating of Helium in the Equatorial Plane

In the equatorial plane near geomationary orbit both wave emissions and
their energy source, as well as heated ions, might occur in the same region.
Anisotropic, hot proton distributions [109, 110] may generate magnedc
ion cyclotron waves below the proton gyrofrequency [109, 110-115]. As
discusse below, such waves may propagate down to the central plasma sheet.
However, the waves may also rather locally heat He+ ions [112]. We do not

xpec these helium distrbtions to have a conical shaMpe, but we includ them as
an example of transvers ion energization.

In the following section we discuss how waves may propagate from the
equatorial plane and cause ion heating at lower altitudes.

7.5 Wave Generation and Propagation in the Central Plasma Sheet

Broadband waves and ion conics are oftm observed in the region of
discrete auroras and in the cusp/cleft region. Here several local energy sources
such as sharp gradients and drifting particles can possibly generate some of the
waves. However, broadband waves associated with ion conics are also common
in the central plasma sheet [41]. As an example of wave generation and
transport amociated with ion conics we discuss some recent inveysgions of the
central plasma sheet. In this region, equatorward of the region of discrete
aurora, there are no obvious local energy sources that can power the broadband
waves. This led Johnson et al. [69] to suggest that the waves are generated by
n-isin ion distributions in the equatorial plane. It is well known that left-
hand-polrized waves below the proton gyrofrequency can be generated in the
equatorial pim. Here a mitme of cool and relatively dense plasma with hot
and anisotropic plasma is rather common. The hot ion component often has a
Nigiw tmperaturie perpendicular than parallel to the ambient magnetic field
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[109], or a significant loss cone [110]. Such a mixture of cool ions and a hot,
auisotropic ion population is favourable for the ampIfaon of ion cyclotron
waves below the proton gyrofrequency, as discussed by, for example, Cornwall
[111]. These waves may then propagate down the geomagnetic field lines. As
discused by Johnson et a[. [69], conversion of wave energy from one wave
mode to another may be important as the waves propagate downward.

Similar ion cyclotron waves in the plsmnapumse region have been studied
by Horse and Thorne [62], who used ray tracing to study the wave propagation.
They emphasized ion cyclotron damping at the second harmonc of the 0+
gyrofrequency. The path-integrated absorption they computed was used to
esmte the ion beating qualitatively, but their method did not anow quantitative

compansoI based on observed spectral densities.
In a recest study, ROmanmark and Andr6 [116] discussed the convection of

i cylotron waves from the equxtorial plane to lower altitues where heavy
ions ae heated. In this -vsiat a model of the equatorial plasma is used to
estimate linear wave growth and to model the distribution of wave energy in
ph space. Phase qpe methods developed by Romnmark and Larsson [117]
wre then used to map spectral densities along the magnetic field lines. The ray
trcing mathods used by RUmnark and Andr6 [116] are rather conventiofal.
However, it is emphasized that the rays are curves in phase space. The
COMnvMion of the so called wave disaibtion flction along rays is then used
to aalyze the transport of wave energy. This method makes it possible to relate
the spectral density observed in the ion-heating region to memsred spectra in the
equatorial plane. The conclusion obtained by ROnamark and Andrd [116] is that
wave energy convecting down the field lines in the central plasma sheet can
sigoificantly contribute to the waves observed in regions of ion energzation.

More recantly, Johnson at al. [70, 71] d that magnetosonic
waves could also be ducted from the equatorial region to auroral heights by

ep endicular densty gradients.
We end the discussion of wave generation and propagation here. In the

next section we briefly consider parallel ion acceleration that is often related to
perpendicular ion energizatiom

S. PARALLEL ACCELERATION ASSOCIATED WITH ION HEATING

Ions formin so calle ion comics often display characteristics of not only
perpendicular but also of parallel energiztion. This signature consists of field
aligunt of the ions at emrgies just above a lower energ cutoff below which

entially no ions are observed (e.g., Figure 2). At increasing energy, the field-
* ~aligned distrbution gradually becomes a conical one whose apex angle widens

with hicreasg ener. These distributions are sometimes called bimodal, or
bowl-shapd, or lifle ion comics. The first discussion of these ion distributions
suggested a two stage proces [118]. Ions may first be transversely energized,
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and then accelerate through a parallel potential drop. It has also been
-ggested that a parallel electric field that may be decomposed into a fuctuating

part and a static part may give similar effects [15, 119]. When F1 is changing on
a suitable timescae ions may experience essentially an average downward
electric fi•l. The lectrons, however, have much larger velocities. These
partiles way stay in the region of interest duinng less than one wave cycle, and
may be accelerated either upward or downward (given a large enough
futuating pat of E0). Such time-varying Eg is one posxle planation of
obsoevations of ions and electrons moving upward together. However, we note
that the ion acceleration by a parallel dectric field does not give perpendicular
eoergizaton. Thus, the conical shape (distorted by parallel acceleration) has to
be exlined separately.

It is not necessary to assume parallel acceleration of the whole distribution
to cause lited conics. Rather, the low mngy part of the conic may be removed
on the way to the point of observatin This might occur via velocity fitering
[120]. In this scenario, the ion disibution is transversely bulk heated in some
fieit region. This process is folowed by essemially adiabatic convective flow to
the observation location. Here, the latter stage may contribute a velocity terming
effect. Ai• the per dicu hatig and the lifting of the disiution in
parallel velocity are me iay separate processes.

Some ion heating mechanisms may be described as a random walk in
p epnVdicular velocity. Such a process together with upward motion in a
mgtic field with decreasing magnitu can also give ion conics that are lifted

in parallel velocity [121]. Note that only perpedcua energiztion acting on
the whole distribution is nwded in this case. At first it may seem strange that a
proce.s that accelerates ions only p ediclarly to the magnetic field can
produce a distinct low veocity cutoff in parallel ion velocity. However, as
discussed by Temerin [121, heafting is a stochastic process. That is, though the
heated ion distribution always gain energy, individual ios may eiter pin or lose
energy at each time step in the rndom walk Ions with small pependicular
veloites obsved by a satellite may have reached this spacecraft by moving up
the field line through a long heating region. During the time the ions were
moving up the field line, they may have gained and lost parpenicular nry
several times. Durnag the times they had significant perpendicular energy, they
gained parallel velocity due to the magnetic mirror forc. Ths, it is extreely
improbable that an ion shmuld never have gained my sgificant pependicular
enmr if there are a larg nmaber of interactions in the random walk. Hence, all
ions sxou hav gaied some parallel velocity. As poit out by Chang at al. [41]
ad Rterer at al. [43] and discussed earlier, cyclotron resonance heating by
broadband waves is on of the processes that may be described as a random walk
in P lr Velocity. heating over an extended altilude range
is for ing in parl velocity to become obvious. Th, the cyclotron
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resonance husting echansm is consistent with the observations of Med ion
conics at altitudes above a few thousand kilometers (see e.g., Figure 2).

Rmtay, Ui and Temerin [122] suggested that the pondeove force
derived from the very low frequency portion of the electric fold wave spectra
can provide field-ained meguzation of ions. his idea utilizes the gradient of
the ExB drift in the Earth's divvgg magnetic field. The mechanism requires
rather large low frequency (much below fe) utating perpendicular electric
fieds. A simil process for parallel ion energization in the Earth's nomamiforn
static electric and mapetc fields was described by Cladis [1986]. Here no
exfipt tiin depende of the fiels we i in the model. Rather, the
parallel ion acceleration is proportional to the ExB drift and to the rate of
turmg of the magnetc field directim along the guiding cemer path of the ion.

Another similar process was discussed by Mauk [124]. In this case a
sudden displac t of curved field lines resulting from a short-lived application
of an inteone electric field may violate the second adiabatc invariant of the lower
energy ions. Associated with this violation is the condition that the particles that
gain the largest h tipicatoo in their eergies re thoe at small pitch angles.
Depending on parameters, this might give parl p el ion erization.

In some situations these parallel heating processes may need to be
considered together with papendicular ion heating mechanisms when describing
the formation of ion conics.

Some recent radar observations at altitudes up to 1500 km indicate
s g c ion tdfos often associated with auroral arcs [125; and references
therein]. These ions have tempera!ures of a few thousand Kelvin, and field-
aligndvelocities up to about one Wkl et per second. The ion distributions
have no obvious temperaure anisotropy, and thus are not ion conics. However,
these ion outflows can supply partidles to regions of perplndicular ion heating at
higher altitudes.

9. RECENT OBSERVATIONS BY THE FREJA SATELLITE

The Frela satellite was launched in October 1992 and has an apogee of
1760 kin in the northern hemisphere [131]. The Freja orbit with an inclination of
63 is oten �a im l tangential to the auworal oval, making long continuous
observations in ion heating regions possible. Intense ion energization to
haraeti energies of up to about 50-100 eV (approxhimatey the same for H+

and 0+) has been observed on several occasions. These ion conics are often
usociated with intense lower hybrid waves (with amplitudes up to and above
100 mV/n) but the conrelation may be far from perfect. Usually, emissions at
low frequencies a alo assocaae with the conics. The ion pitch angles show
that most of the heating has occurred within a few hundred km in altitude. One
Frej heating event in the evesingside auroal zone has been studied in detai by
Andr6 at al. [132]. During this event, most of the intense ion heating is probably
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caused by the observed lower hybrid waves. These waves may be caused by the
uinatmosly bseveddowagoing auroral electrons with energies of several

keV. However, some additionial emegization ("preheatin•") by e.g., cyclotron
re-mice heating coused by waves observed around the ion gyrofrequencies
(mRch as that Mgested by Chang et al. [133]) seems to be needed. It should be
noted that, in contrast to recen observations by sounding rockets, many Frqa
ion heating events are not associated with ind u cavitons [134]. This is
conuistent with the discussions given in Section 4. The process of modulaional
insability can produce broadband wavelength lower hybrid waves with or
without distinct iný a localized structures (or cavitons). This is true
irrespective of the generation mechanisms. As asserted earlier, broadband lower
hybrid waves and transverse ion acceleration has also been observed in
conjunction with precitating ion rings by Freja [130].

10. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Ion conics ame often detected, but szltaneous observations of waves and
local taVes heating (ion distributions which peak at 900 pitch angle) by
satellits at high altitudes am not common [126]. Such distributions are only
o observed at altitudes above a few thousand kilometers [13],
although several years of satellite data are available. Some examples of
esseui-ny 900 conics hve been found by rockets at lower altitudes [4, 5, 6, 11,
12; 82]. However, nm anim isuch as dectroman i ion cyclotron resonance
operate over thousands of kilometers in altitude, grdually heating the ions.
Thus it is not srprising that only a few locally heted ion distributions have been
found at high altitudes.

It sees likey that at least a few different ion heating mechanims (wave
modes) ae importm in the terrestrial mgno . Future tests of these
mechaism should involve events where more than one heated ion species is
observed at a specific time. The heating cortrspondi to a certain mechanism
and ion mass can be estimated from an observed wave spectrum. However, the
calculio oftm involves several Masuptions (e.g., about wavelength and wave
polaiztion). Events with more than one ion species should provide even better
tests of the theories. Stauistica studies of ion conic events where both wave and
particle dafta e available would also help to clarify which machanisms ae
nuportot in pratice. Al thes ob vanu a studies requ high resolation
daft fom, e.g., the auroral zone. One source of such data is the Freja satelite,
with an apoge of 1760 km. Thus, this spacecraft cam provide a large amount of
daft from a region where H+, He+, and O+ ions re common. Other interesting
dat win be provided by e.g., the FAST satellite, plmned to be laund duria
1994, and by sounding rockets. All these data should be used not ody to
invesi details of the ion heatin medhaisms, but also to increase our
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understanding of large scale phenomena such as ionosphere-magetosphere
coupling and nonthermal escape of planetary atmospheres.

We have discussed a number of ion heating mechanisms applicable in the
terrestrial magnetosphere. At low altitudes, energization by turbulence around
the lower hybrid frequency seem to be one important heating mechanism. Some
ions that have been perpendicularly heated at low altitudes, may be observed at
higher altitudes as upflowing *classical conics" with their vertices located at the
origin in velocity space. At altitudes above a few thousand kilometers, cyclotron
resonance heating by broadband waves around the ion gyrofrequency seem to be
the most important process for tmnsverse ion energization. This mechanism
provides bulk heating of the ion distributions. Consequently, the conics resulting
from heating over an extended altitude region will generally be lifted in parallel
velocity. All these ion heating mechanisms contribute to the outflow of
ionospheric plasma into the magnetosphere.
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